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‘DataQube collaborates with NodeWeaver to
provide full edge cloud capability’
HIGHLIGHTS
DataQube Global, an edge data centre company, has partnered with NodeWeaver, a provider of autonomous and agnostic edge cloud technology, to
augment the edge computing capabilities of its podular data centre products.

‘DataQube collaborates
with NodeWeaver to
provide full edge cloud
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‘The World’s Most
Ambitious Knowledge
Graph ‘

DataQube Global, an edge data centre company, has partnered with
NodeWeaver, a provider of autonomous and agnostic edge cloud
technology, to augment the edge computing capabilities of its podular data centre products.
The agility of NodeWaver’ edge cloud solution is said to be perfectly
aligned with DataQube’s flexibility and scalability, and the new partnership could empower colocation customers to benefit from enterprise-grade cloud functionality at a compelling price point.
DataQube’s portfolio of edge data centre solutions have been developed for deployment in a vest range of challenging indoor and outdoor locations where traditional data centre installs are neither feasible nor practical due to their sheer magnitude and the upfront Capex
needed. Moreover, the demand for localised processing is growing as
businesses leverage IoT to streamline processes and to have greater
insight into product lifecycles. The associated data generated as a result needs to be processed at source and in real time for performance,
safety and usability reasons and facilities at the edge capable of meeting this demand quickly, cost effectively and sustainably are in short
supply.
NodeWeaver’s ‘edge nano-cloud’ operating platform installs on the
bare metal of nearly any hardware and simplifies the deployment,
management, and orchestration of infrastructure and applications at
the distributed edge. One or more NodeWeaver servers automatically
combine together at each edge location, delivering a cloud-native
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experience, with reliable and scalable compute and storage for applications. NodeWeaver claims its simplicity and autonomous operation dramatically lowers cost of
ownership and reduces the need for IT expertise or human intervention.
According to DataQube, integrating NodeWeaver’s intuitive cloud technology into its
core design assures the ultra-high speed, ultra-low latency processing power needed for
high bandwidth applications such as industrial IoT (IIoT), digital twins, artificial intelligence (AI) and computer vision. This distributed cloud capability combined with
DataQube’s person free layout, minimal fibre requirements, and green credentials
makes the company’s edge data centre system truly unique.
Steve Pass, COO of DataQube Global, said: “DataQube is always on the lookout for
technology partners that that will enhance the capabilities of its already unique solution.
“The Flexible and self-monitoring nature of Nodeweaver’s technology makes it an ideal
fit for DataQube and allows us to give our customers more choice and I look forward to
developing a fruitful business relationship that will benefit both parties.”
Carlo Daffara, CEO of NodeWeaver, said: “Dataqube provides a unique proposition in
edge datacenter technology, with a solution that is flexible and adaptable to a variety of
deployment requirements. Dataqube’s podular system perfectly complements our scalable nano-cloud architecture, allowing users to deploy a cloud-like architecture anywhere, in a secure and sustainable way. We look forward to the use cases that this combination allows.”
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Knowledge graphs have become one of the foremost expressions of Artificial Intelligence today. Almost everyone—from vendors to organizations, analysts to regulators—
relies on these applications at some point to compile, harmonize, and scrutinize specialized business information.

Use cases range the gamut of data management requisites from data quality solutions
to internal applications of employees’ aptitudes. The ubiquity of knowledge graphs isn’t
just because of their unmatched relationship discernment, innate reasoning capabilities,
or standardization of divers data sources. According to expert.ai CTO Marco Varone,
it’s for something much simpler and, perhaps, more universal.
“Any knowledge is added value for any use case,” Varone observed. “It’s always better
to have more knowledge than less. If you’ve got more than you need you can discard it,
but if you don’t have knowledge you can’t create it out of thin air.”
Of all the knowledge graphs wrought, the most extensive, heavily populated, and nuanced are those pertaining to Natural Language Understanding (NLU) which, arguably, is the most arduous of AI tasks. As Varone pointed out, the context of computer
vision deployments is relatively the same across the globe. Language, however, has far
more distinctions pertaining to accents, regions, dialects, use cases, and other cardinal
points of differentiation of what words mean in varying contexts.
Devising a knowledge graph then, to facilitate language understanding for each of these
intricacies—in an assortment of languages—is surely one of the most ambitious undertakings of these applications ever completed. Success is critical for accurate computer
understanding of language for enterprise AI.
“For simple use cases for language understanding, you can do well without knowledge
graphs,” Varone commented. “But as soon as you move from super basic ones to the
really complex, knowledge is something you need.”
Subject Area Models
The underpinnings of any true knowledge graph will always be the subject area models
(sometimes termed ontologies) upon which enterprise knowledge is based. This fact is
particularly prominent for a knowledge graph focused on NLU, which expert.AI built
across a sundry of language and domains that, Varone estimated, required hundreds of
“man years of work”. Consequently, “it’s not separate knowledge graphs: one for
chemistry, one for sports, one for finance,” Varone indicated. “As much as possible, we
put everything into one knowledge graph.”
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The means of doing so lies in a binary approach in which the resulting graph was, conceptually, split into two parts. The first is comprised of the concepts represented by language itself, which Varone characterized as “language independent.” Since language is
the very substrate of knowledge, the exhaustive nature of such subject area models is
readily apparent. The second focuses on the linguistic application of these concepts,
which is naturally codified according to respective languages.
Vocabularies, Taxonomies
Whereas ontologies are necessary for representing knowledge in a unified manner that
Varone denoted “minimizes the entropy” not uncommon to knowledge graphs, taxonomies are necessary for the specific applications of those concepts. “That’s where you
have the vocabulary, the terminology,” Varone explained. Naturally, there are different
taxonomies for different languages and distinctions, like business units.
Taxonomies also include synonyms and hierarchies of definitions for the varying terms
that relate to concepts in ontologies. In this respect, this second aspect of a NLU
knowledge graph “is the thesaurus or vocabulary on top of the language independent
part,” Varone revealed.
Modeling Language
Although it may conceptually help to think of the knowledge graph according to these
two halves, the difference between taxonomies and ontologies isn’t always clear. Some
ontologies involve taxonomies; arguably, all taxonomies are founded in some way in
the concepts of these subject area models. “Ontologies can be very complex,” Varone
mentioned. “They can have any type of relation, attributes, and number of nodes.”
Frameworks like Cyc—an expert system specializing in language, for which there is
now an open source variety—were integral to fine-tuning the complexities of expert.ai’s
knowledge graph so that it was applicable to the real world. Thus, for the first part of
Varone’s knowledge graph, the subject area model component, “the secret was making
a pragmatic compromise between things that are too generic, to abstract for real users
and Cyc,” Varone disclosed.
Knowledge Enrichment
The final aspect of constructing an exhaustive knowledge graph for NLU across traditional barriers like languages and domains was to actually put the knowledge into the
graph. Varone articulated a variegated method that began with knowledge engineers
manually inputting rules and definitions before eventually involving statistical AI models. It may be surprising that for what Varone called this “knowledge enrichment” facet
of building the graph, the CTO eschewed neural network approaches popularized by
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BERT and transformers.
“This is absolutely not the way to do it because, with the deep learning and neural network approach, what you can do is only create a sort of implicit knowledge,” Varone
specified. “It is a black box. But our knowledge graph is explicit. So, all of its information is explicit so you can see, modify, or link and enrich it.”
The explicit nature of the knowledge contained in knowledge graphs is attributed to
their self-declarative nature, in which anyone can see what terms mean, look up their
definitions, and understand them in relation to the subject area model. As such, the selfpopulating element of the knowledge enrichment phase involves what Varone termed
“proprietary” algorithms, in addition to traditional machine learning approaches utilizing both supervised and unsupervised learning.
Untold Advantages
The boons of devising a NLU knowledge graph with the methodology Varone advocated are manifold. It effectively gives one a single knowledge graph that’s applicable to
almost any use for language understanding. Moreover, it’s highly extensible and adapts
to the particular lexicon of any organization or its business units. “If you need to add
new concepts, first you have to add them in the ontology part, and then you add the
word in the particular language,” Varone clarified.
This AI application is also primed for translations between languages, as well as the
myriad use cases throughout the world in which information must be exposed to customers in both English and a country’s native language—such as French, for example.
Finally, this knowledge graph supports the burgeoning array of enterprise NLU use cases, including everything from Cognitive Process Automation to intelligent chatbots and
text analytics.
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